
CHAPTER 8   
 
Question Define the term sustainable competitive advantage (5) 
 
Definition of a sustainable competitive advantage 
To be competitive, survive and grow in the market, the organization must have competitive advantages 
over its rivals.  This advantage must be sustainable over a certain period. A sustainable competitive 
advantage can be defined as “the ability to deliver superior value to the market for a protracted period 
of time”. 
 
Question Distinguish between the following terms competitive advantage and core competency and 
key success factor (8) 
 
The difference between a sustainable competitive advantage (SCA), core competency and a key 
success factor (KSF) 
According to Kotler, a core competency has three distinctive characteristics, namely that it is a source of 
competitive advantage, it has a wide variety of applications, and it is difficult for competitors to imitate. 

- Therefore there is no key distinction between a core competency and a competitive advantage. 

- Kotler distinguishes between a sustainable competitive advantage (SCA) and key success factors 
(KSF). 

- The difference between the two is that a KSF consists of competitive skills or assets that are needed 
to compete successfully in the market (e.g. large food retail needs the right location, enough store 
space, ample parking etc).  SCA are necessary in order to outperform the competition e.g. economies 
of scale which provide the organizations with unbeatable cost advantage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Question 
Explain all the components of the select framework (25). 
Choose at least three elements of the select framework that are used in the case (15) 
 
ANATOMY OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE:  THE “SELECT” FRAMEWORK 
The different ways in which a competitive advantage can be structured is called the anatomy of 
competitive advantage. 
 
THE SELECT FRAMEWORK 
 

SUBSTANCE  
Two basic schemes can be used to categorise the substance of the 
competitive advantage to the organisation. 

- Positional advantages came from the organization’s unique 
attributes and assets that it has available e.g. long established 
distribution channel, easier access to raw materials. 

- Kinetic advantages are found within the organization and 
include special knowledge and capability based in the hands of 
its staff.  See Pick N Pay example on page 194. 

- Homogeneous advantage implies that the organizations and its 
competitors are competing in the same manner using 
homogeneous products, services, strengths and skills.  The only 
way that the organization can obtain an advantage is by doing 
the same things better than the competitors does e.g. offering 
quality service. 

- Heterogeneous advantages are created when the organization 
plays the game differently from the way its competitors are 
playing it e.g. offering a variety of products rather than one 
single product similar to competitors. 

EXPRESSION  
In what form is the competitive advantage visible?  Two 
categories are identified, namely:   

- Tangible advantages are visible e.g. location of 
hypermarkets near to highways with ample 
parking.   

- Intangible advantages may be hidden from the 
naked eye e.g. brand name reputation.  Intangible 
advantages are often more difficult to duplicate. 

- A discrete advantage is one that can stand-alone 
hence guarantees the organization’s performance 
and sustainability e.g. Telkom’s fixed line monopoly 
in South Africa.   

- A compound advantage consists of a multiple of 
individual advantages e.g. Coca cola’s 
sophisticated distribution system, the best-known 
brand name in the world, consumer goodwill, etc. 

 

LOCALITY   
There are three localities where the competitive advantage may be 
situated:  

- Individual-bound advantages – refer to the skills and networks 
of individuals within the organization and are easily 
transportable. 

- Organisation-based advantages – here there is synergy among 
all the people working for the organization contributing to the 
competitive advantage e.g. corporate culture. 

- Virtual-bound advantages – means that the organisation reside 
outside the organization.  They include access to a well 
established, distribution channel or a special relationship that 
exists between the organization and influential outside the 
organisation. 

EFFECT 
One needs to determine the effect of the competitive 
advantage. 

- An absolute advantage refers to an overwhelming 
advantage over competitors, for instance, where 
an organization can create high barriers of entry 
making it difficult for a competitor to challenge its 
position. 

- Relative advantage is tentative and competitor 
action can easily destroy it, it is relative.   
1. A direct advantage is directly traceable to an 

organization and is usually tangible. 
2. An indirect advantage is not always directly 

traceable to the organization but can also be 
very effective e.g. supporting activities in the 
value chain. 

CAUSE 
The focus is on the origins of the competitive advantage: 

- Some organization could be luck, or at the right place at the right 
time (Spontaneous). 

- Changes in the environment may give rise to new competitive 
advantages for organization (Strategic). 

- In hyper-competitive markets an organisation may struggle to 
gain a competitive advantage and hence the organization may 
gain a competitive advantage and hence the organization may 
gain the SCA by offering the product in external markets. 

- Co-operative advantages are reached when an organization 
co-operates with competitors especially through strategic 
alliances. 

TIME SPAN 
This can be analysed in two perspectives: 

- A potential advantage is an underutilized or 
untapped advantage that can be exploited in 
future.  

- An actual advantage is one that is currently being 
used by an organization. 

- Temporal advantages are those that are of short 
duration and do not contribute to sustainability in 
the long term. 

- A sustainable advantage is one, which withstands 
the test of being copied or diluted over a period 
of time, e.g. Coca cola. 

 

 



 
 

 


